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A Second Chance at LifeOn the sunny morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001, terrorists
murdered more than twenty-seven hundred people in an attack on New York City.Thousands
died when a hijacked Boeing 767 slammed into Tower One of the World Trade Center.It was first
blood.For Leslie Haskin, it was a second chance at life.This is the riveting account of Leslie's
harrowing escape--down 36 floors in a doomed and dying building and away from a life focused
on perks, prestige, and power. The intervening months brought crippling mental and emotional
distress, but from the rubble and ashes, the corporate climber rediscovered the faith of her
childhood and now embraces a new life of serving others.

About the AuthorKenneth Anger is a former child movie actor who grew up to become one of
America’s leading underground filmmakers.
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September 11, 2001Map of World Trade Center ComplexCorrespondenceBack CoverA Note to
the ReaderThe story of September 11, 2001, is very complex. It involves seven massive
buildings, thousands of people, psychological, emotional, and physical distress, and possibly
twenty thousand personal accounts of that day.This is just one of them.I suffer from post-
traumatic stress disorder.Post-traumatic stress disorder, or PTSD, is a psychiatric disorder that
can come about after one has experienced or witnessed life-threatening events like war, natural
disasters, terrorist incidents, or violent personal assaults.There are many symptoms to this
disorder. Most of mine involved the psycho-physiological changes associated with PTSD like
hyper-arousal of the sympathetic nervous system, flashbacks, increased sensitivity of the startle
reflex, memory loss, and sleep abnormalities. There were others, but these affected me
most.Exposure therapy and drug treatments are most common. My treatments involved
medication and a very aggressive treatment called eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing (EMDR), which involves having the patient repeatedly relive the experience under
controlled conditions to help work through the trauma.I assure you that it is extremely difficult to
take.Along with treatment, and to help me first remember and then process what I remembered,
I began keeping a journal. These pages represent what I recorded in my journal. By no means is
it intended to represent the complete story or historical data. There are still many facts missing—
pieces that I might never have to connect the dots—but this is what I remember and what I feel. I
hope it brings something valuable to your life.Continue in God’s grace . . . .LeslieIntroductionIt
begins.On the clear and sunny morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001, terrorists murdered
more than twenty-seven hundred people in an attack on New York City.Thousands died when at
the height of the morning rush, an American Airlines–piloted missile slammed into Tower One of
the World Trade Center.It was first blood.President Bush vowed that terrorism ‘‘will not stand,’’
‘‘God Bless America’’ was quickly reinstated as our song, American flags decorated our
porches, and thousands of American households finally fell asleep each night to the white noise
of TV Land and I Love Lucy.Life changed for all of America in a matter of a few grave moments
between a deviant cockpit and the ninety-fifth floor.I have lived and relived those moments at
least a million times. A million times lost and searching for words to describe what happened on
the inside—the torment and vulnerability, the confusion, the carnage, and the sheer visceral
terror of it all. I struggle still in my description of witnessing the heart of humanity colliding with
gravity and of dreams of the slaughtered Twin Towers covered in dust and blood while a somber
last breath cries for justice.Nothing in my life prepared me for what I lived through, and I will
never forget . . . those stairs . . . the smells . . . those sounds . . . the faces of the people.My soul
yet sings its solemn song, and the severity of that day pours through these pages like a
stream . . . so brace yourself.Every one of us who lived that day has a story to tell about that day,
where the terror began and when the nightmare ended.This is my story, not intended to be a
political statement or a means to achieve any bit of self-promotion, false enlightenment, or self-
interest. My objective here is to be a gentle light to a world I view as searching.My hope in this is
to speak to all those left with questions and those still mourning—that your faith might be



restored. My prayer is that through your grief, anger, consternation, confusion, or resolve, the
Lord opens the eyes of your heart so that you will see the hope of His calling. For it is in the midst
of uncertainty that the sound of His voice and the silence that follows quiets your inhibitions, and
you receive comfort and then clarity, deliverance, and then closure.Amen.PART ONEIn
theBeginningCHAPTER 1Eight Million StoriesOne SongIt doesn’t matter what brings us to that
place, only that we get there and what we leave owning.—AUTHOR UNKNOWNFebruary 20,
20051:30 P.M.It was cold outside. The earth gave off gray nuances and the sun’s rays teased the
sky. I love the way it looks when God’s breath meets with mine in the open air—something so big
joining with something so small to create a vapor so eternal. It reminds me that life is the only
idea of something I can touch. It moves me beyond words—at least now it does.I got off the
PATH train at the place where it all began. The hair stood up on the back of my neck. Nothing
happened in particular . . . not really. Except that when my brain registered the location of my
body and my foot hit the platform, forty-two months of spirits and fear, and anger, and hope and
pain and surrender, and guilt, and confusion and resolve, and confrontation and nightmares, and
every prayer that ever was prayed for me collided in my world. They landed square on my
shoulders, collapsed me at the knees, and delivered me to 8:46 A.M. on Tuesday, September
11, 2001. I smelled it all . . . all over again, and I wanted to puke.I looked around. It was all so
familiar and yet nothing was as I remembered. I could place every building and every person
exactly as they last were. For four hours I walked around that enormous, conflicting tomb,
begging the cosmos to infuse me with some answers that made even a tiny bit of sense. I
watched the mounds of dirt breathe, half expecting them to give birth to two towers . . . as if
Rome was built in a day.Crowds of people gathered around that empty lot. Correction, hundreds
gawked at an empty tomb. Wait a minute, at a place like this there are no ‘‘mere’’ people. There
are artists creating, writing rhymes, making music and song. There are no individuals, just
stories. They say eight million of them compose this naked city. Mine is now a song that bellows
and respires in the air, is unintelligible in dreams, and somehow gains vibrato in the open
catacombs of Tower One of the World Trade Center.For this is where I died . . .This is where I
was I born.This song is the one that I was created to sing.. . . it took me forever to
gethere.CHAPTER 2September 11Perfect in BeautyThe Mighty One, God, the Lord, speaks
and summons the earth from the rising of the sun to the place where it sets. From Zion, perfect
in beauty, God shines forth.—PSALM50:1–2September 11, 20015:15 A.M.It was more than a
beautiful morning. The sun was already beginning to show her face over the mountains near my
home and the sky was a brilliant blue. The kind of blue you see in island waters that once
glanced, imprints itself a lasting image. Birds were singing and the wind was calm and gentle
with the scent of fresh flowers and cleanly cut grass. The air was stimulating. Everything was
alive! It was the kind of day that inspired being in love and the appreciation of love. It was a day
that brought beauty to perfection.I wanted to skip going to the office that day. I wanted to play
hooky and relax in my garden or take a long drive through the mountains to enjoy God’s wonder.
But duty called.My days often began early and ended late. It only bothered me on days like



these. I would have much preferred sneakers, jeans, and a T-shirt to the Barami suit and one-
inch designer pumps I was wearing. It would have pleased me immensely to pack a picnic
basket. Instead, I was stuffing my laptop into its ugly black bag and readying myself for the office.
The hour was getting late so I got dressed and reluctantly drove to the train station.6:20
A.M.Train 1The station was only seventeen minutes from my home. The views of the mountains
between here and there are spectacular. The trees are like picture-perfect heads of broccoli
seated at the foot of heaven. The blue sky provides a magnificent canvas.Usually I enjoyed the
drive—sixty-five miles per hour in a forty-five-mile-per hour zone along a country road. Usually it
was invigorating. Usually jazz radio provided the ambience for my early-morning escape. This
morning, however, there were better things to do than take that particular drive and go into the
city. Hence, it was a punishment and it seemed to take forever.Commuting was like work in itself
and nothing to look forward to; at best, it could be taxing. I lived about two hours from my office
and had to take two trains to get there. Both trains demanded skill and good timing to ride
successfully, and after eight years of practice, my timing was still not the best. I pulled into the
station just as the train arrived.Every morning it screeched into my station almost empty. By the
second stop, it filled with a cast of colorful characters.Jack, the conductor, knew all of the
everyday riders by name. He was a friendly thirty-five-year-plus railroad veteran whom most
thought to be a workaholic. He worked two jobs, ran his own limousine company, never took a
sick day, and worked half of his vacation time. Kudos to Jack, because at nearly seventy, his
energy was inspiring.The ride into the city was always uneventful; there was never anything new.
We had only to look forward to the same worn leather seats, the same smell of newspaper, and
the same cliques of riders. The more popular ones sat in the middle of the train car every day so
as not to miss anything. They were the ones in the know. They were the ones who started and
ran the rumor mill, laughed the loudest, and tried desperately to create a commuter vibe. They
were the ones who, between my naps, kept me amused.I remember three of them very well. Jan
was a young, impressionable legal assistant who likely believed that the louder she talked the
more probable it was that she was right. She was a tall, slender woman with dark hair. Most of
the men smiled when she sat near them.Lorna was another commuter. A financial advisor and
my favorite to watch, this beautiful plus-sized woman wore her makeup and hair flawlessly
styled. Judging from all the advice she gave, she was gold at heart. Her laugh was
contagious.Finally, there was Paul. He stood about five-foot-seven, one hundred fifty pounds—a
reasonably attractive ‘‘professional commuter.’’ No one really knew exactly what he did for a
living, but every morning he boarded the train and announced his arrival by greeting every
woman within earshot with a smile and a copy of his pay stub—not really, but when all else
fails . . .There were others, of course, but none quite as entertaining or that I enjoyed more.
These few invested a lot in surviving the everyday madness of commuter travel. I respected their
determination to take it all in stride.I like to think that somehow I remained outside the ‘‘center
stage’’ of the commuter regulars—safely set apart and just watching. On occasion, though, I
might have been in the middle of it all.I am a peculiar sort. Unlike many others, my personality



does not match my chosen career. They are, in fact, literal opposites that nonetheless
complement the two very strong aspects of my ‘‘self.’’On the one hand, I am a thinker and quite
cerebral. I am an evaluator with a very low tolerance for anything destructive, especially people. I
am candid, introspective, and quite often misunderstood. In other words, I can be opinionated.
On the other hand, I am an easygoing, lively risk-taker who loves life and appreciates most
things that give me a challenge. I love laughter and walking in the mountains. I am strong,
grounded, and I fear nothing . . . well, maybe birds. I have struggled with asthma since childhood
but at every opportunity will defy even that. I am a fighter. I stand about five feet tall with a
somewhat athletic build. I have big eyes, a broad face, and when I am awake, I am usually
smiling.I enjoy quiet time. So for me, commuting time, unlike the core group, was nap time. I
always sat alone and spread out over the large Amtrakish seats, rested my head on the very
cold, hard window, and snored.This was my routine, my crew, and my mornings. It was my life
every Monday through Friday of every week in every month of every year. I was a commuter, like
it or not.7:58 A.M.Train 2When I arrived at the Hoboken train terminal, people were already
racing for the next PATH train. The ‘‘PATH,’’ the second and final train in my long haul into the
city, connects New Jersey transit lines to the New York City subway system. It went directly into
the subfloors of the World Trade Center. Our office was on the thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth floors of
the north tower, known as Tower One.Anxious commuters check their watches every two
minutes and pack the platform in wait. As bizarre as it is, they stand close to the platform’s edge
and lean in to be the first to spot a train that screams when it arrives. They rush forward at first
sight, then back away from the tracks as the train pulls in.New York trains are infamous for
‘‘pushers.’’ Most people push to get on and get a seat, and then push their way off to be first on
the escalators. I always felt it best to stand near a door and let the surge take me both
ways.Riding this rail is an adventure, to put it mildly. It is always crowded, late, and smelly. The
floors are sometimes sticky and littered with ‘‘God only knows what.’’ It is best compared to New
York City itself . . . in motion . . . somewhat difficult to describe. It is the perfect contradiction: It is
glamorous and degenerate, cultured and crude, beautiful and detestable, ethical and decadent,
exciting and scary all at the same time.The PATH, like downtown Manhattan Island, is a stage for
the homeless. They find their audience here and perform through their hunger. In watching, I am
both confused and bothered by their signs. And the Negro spirituals that flow from the mouths of
these dirty-blond men embarrass me.That morning the train filled as always. I squeezed on just
before the door closed. The person on my right gave me a dirty look as the not so very gentle
man on my left gave me a shove. I assumed their disapproval but ignored them both. It was a
short ride, not worth the fight, just fifteen minutes tops to the World Trade Center, the train’s last
stop and our liberation.CHAPTER 3Tower OneThe ‘‘It,’’ the Ego . . .Their land is full of silver and
gold; there is no end to their treasures. Their land is full of horses; there is no end to their
chariots. Their land is full of idols; they bow down to the work of their hands, to what their fingers
have made.—ISAIAH 2:7–88:10 A.M.All TowersI loved working at the World Trade Center, with
its regal towers. I loved the convenience and status of it all: the shops, restaurants, and tourists



who came from all over the world to see its unique majesty. I basked in the pampering of daily
concerts on the plaza and activities around the huge fountains. I never tired of it.Architecturally,
the World Trade Center was the union of seven buildings connected by an above-street plaza
and a concourse. The most famous of these buildings were the Twin Towers, or the ‘‘Twins.’’
These were incredible and massive giants. They stood more than thirteen hundred feet high,
with 110 floors. About nine million square feet of office space housed more than fifty thousand
workers and served more than seventy thousand visitors on any given day. The main lobby of
the towers boasted tons of beautiful windows spanning more than one hundred feet from floor to
ceiling.Its marble floors and walls were astounding, rising toward extravagant chandeliers that
caught rays of natural light and generously distributed it into otherwise obscure or unworthy
lobby corners. This was a grand building, tasteful, exquisite, and beaming from the light of the
sun.Outside each entrance were beautiful stone flower planters, almost as grand as the building
itself. Designers created every planter, using polished stone and seasonal flowers, the scent of
which, when riding a subtle breeze, was in itself masterful.The concourse was home to several
delis, restaurants, and all the finer shops like Louis Vuitton, Tourneau, Barami, and others. Once
inside you could walk for miles, shop, eat, and socialize without ever going outside. The strong
walls of the concourse were massive and decorated with fine art, advertisements, and
everything that was New York—sweeter than an apple and bigger than big city blues.If you have
never been to the Trade Center, then you’ve been cheated. If you have, then you’re most likely
still there. This was an unforgettable place. Unmistakably built to captivate and maintained to
seduce.Walking through the World Trade Center during the morning rush was much the same as
walking through the World Trade Center at night or midday. It was always busy with people.The
Twins housed nearly three hundred businesses. They were home to law firms, insurance
houses, brokerage firms, government agencies, entertainment management companies, and
other businesses wanting that prestigious address. Most offices began their day at about 7:30
with dedicated employees at their desks and working. It was almost a privilege. This was a
warm, welcoming house of natural stones, metal, and glass, and it was busy . . . always.By 8:00,
there were already thousands of workers, shoppers, and adoring fans rushing who knows where.
The sound of hustling feet resonated through the concourse and outlasted the sound of their
unintelligible conversations.That morning was no exception. There were early-bird tourists taking
pictures and excited hotel guests looking for maps and asking questions. Most stores were open
and people were already browsing. Breakfast meetings were underway and the aroma of deli
food mingled with the smell of detergent as maintenance personnel busied themselves with their
work.From every corner of the concourse, one could see vendors just outside doors, intruding
on time with their cloth-covered tables bearing an assortment of what they called ‘‘goods’’ for
sale. They sold everything imaginable—fruit, clothes, jewelry, shoes, and even
electronics.Celebrities, politicians, and international tourists frequented this place. It was one of
New York’s finest. It was awe-inspiring, and like the day, it was a masterpiece, beautiful and
alive.8:23 A.M.I stepped quickly through the crowd and to my favorite deli. It was located on the



lower level of the Trade Center near the PATH’s exit, so there was always a line. Sam, the owner,
was waiting for me with my usual cranberry muffin and hazelnut coffee. I made my purchase and
then made my way up the escalators and to the elevators.I often played a little game with myself
as I approached the lobby doors. I would count my footsteps in contrast to the person walking
next to me. I liked the rhythm it produced—nothing important really, just something my friends
would call a Leslie-ism.That morning, security staffed their stations as they always did, precisely
and expertly. They stood with their intentional smiles, directing visitors here and there and asking
to see access badges—nothing extraordinary.I walked with my usual arrogant and confident
strut, swinging my laptop bag and firmly gripping my coffee. My mind wandered a bit in
anticipation of hazelnut flavoring and cranberries. As I approached the lobby, I swiped my
security pass and jumped onto the already crowded elevator. I did this much like I boarded the
train, just before the door closed. I got the same looks of disapproval and ignored them just the
same. I felt lucky that morning because some kind someone didn’t let the door close in my face.
To me, that was a sign it was going to be a great day.CHAPTER 4. . . and the Super Ego Above It
AllMy company’s office space was a beautiful example of an overinflated facilities budget. The
reception area, located directly in front of the elevator bank, was separated by etched glass
doors and decorated with large floor plants and fresh flowers delivered weekly. Natural wood-
grained furniture was consistent throughout the more than forty thousand square feet on each
floor. Equal in extravagance were the bathroom tiles flown in from Italy.Like every other floor in
the tower, we had floor-to-ceiling windows about two feet wide, separated by narrower columns.
Even from ten feet away, one could look out and into the skies or look down on the city and feel
above it all. That’s how working in the towers felt . . . above it all.Cubicles, or ‘‘cubes,’’ varying in
size and location, engaged most of our office space. They were symmetrical, but cleverly
positioned so as not to intrude on management’s tasteful and luxurious corner office views.
Underwriting assistants occupied most of the cubes. There was no rhyme or reason to assigning
them, except maybe the more overambitious the manager, the larger the assistant’s space. The
cubes just outside of the executive offices were most coveted. They had breathtaking views of
the city and were a sign of success and power.My assistant’s cube was directly in front of the
northeast-facing window.One of only two African-American directors in the northeast region, I
headed the operations department for one of the largest insurance companies in the country. My
division was comprised of facilities, management information systems, branch services, about
one-third of the underwriting staff, and their underwriting assistants. I had a big title, a bigger
salary, and a huge ego.I like to think that I managed my staff with fairness and that they liked me.
The truth is, my arrogance probably overshadowed my sense of fair play in most situations and
my staff hated to see me coming.See that you are not troubled; for all these things must come to
pass, but the end is not yet. For nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom.
And there will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. All these things are
the beginning of sorrows. (Matthew 24:6–8 NKJV)And so . . . my day begins.8:28 A.M.I got off
the elevator on the thirty-sixth floor and walked the few hundred feet from reception through



common office space and to my private office. I did that morning as I always did, with a swift
purposeful strut. I paused only for the usual forced smiles, nods, and good mornings. I took
mental note of those working and those pretending to work in order that I might later make
someone’s day with a big project that afforded them no time for pretense.No sooner had I
powered up my computer and begun checking my e-mails, when my phone rang. This was
typical of my mornings. I ignored it. Everyone knew I wasn’t alive until after my first full cup of
coffee. I sat, delighted by the smell, and quietly sipped in the morning.© 2006 by Leslie
HaskinPublished by Bethany House Publishers11400 Hampshire Avenue SouthBloomington,
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cry and angels I could trust with my tears.‘‘Thank you Lord, for sharing your angels with
me.’’Thank you for Monai Holloway, Avor Alexander, Hank and Helga Schieble, Dr. William
Rohan, and Sean Young. Thank you so much for those who helped to save my life: Ronald
Smith, Eliot Hill, Dr. Ariella Morris, Marcia Kissel, Pastor John Torres, and my big brother and
bestest friend, Pastor Lawrence Haskin.This book is testimony that the arms of God are far
reaching, but it would not have happened had it not been for the sensitivity and vision of two
men: Greg Johnson and Jeff Braun.Truly, I thank God for all of the angels in my life!
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the ReaderThe story of September 11, 2001, is very complex. It involves seven massive
buildings, thousands of people, psychological, emotional, and physical distress, and possibly
twenty thousand personal accounts of that day.This is just one of them.I suffer from post-
traumatic stress disorder.Post-traumatic stress disorder, or PTSD, is a psychiatric disorder that
can come about after one has experienced or witnessed life-threatening events like war, natural
disasters, terrorist incidents, or violent personal assaults.There are many symptoms to this
disorder. Most of mine involved the psycho-physiological changes associated with PTSD like
hyper-arousal of the sympathetic nervous system, flashbacks, increased sensitivity of the startle
reflex, memory loss, and sleep abnormalities. There were others, but these affected me
most.Exposure therapy and drug treatments are most common. My treatments involved
medication and a very aggressive treatment called eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing (EMDR), which involves having the patient repeatedly relive the experience under
controlled conditions to help work through the trauma.I assure you that it is extremely difficult to
take.Along with treatment, and to help me first remember and then process what I remembered,
I began keeping a journal. These pages represent what I recorded in my journal. By no means is
it intended to represent the complete story or historical data. There are still many facts missing—
pieces that I might never have to connect the dots—but this is what I remember and what I feel. I
hope it brings something valuable to your life.Continue in God’s grace . . . .LeslieA Note to the
ReaderThe story of September 11, 2001, is very complex. It involves seven massive buildings,
thousands of people, psychological, emotional, and physical distress, and possibly twenty
thousand personal accounts of that day.This is just one of them.I suffer from post-traumatic
stress disorder.Post-traumatic stress disorder, or PTSD, is a psychiatric disorder that can come
about after one has experienced or witnessed life-threatening events like war, natural disasters,
terrorist incidents, or violent personal assaults.There are many symptoms to this disorder. Most
of mine involved the psycho-physiological changes associated with PTSD like hyper-arousal of
the sympathetic nervous system, flashbacks, increased sensitivity of the startle reflex, memory
loss, and sleep abnormalities. There were others, but these affected me most.Exposure therapy
and drug treatments are most common. My treatments involved medication and a very
aggressive treatment called eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR), which
involves having the patient repeatedly relive the experience under controlled conditions to help
work through the trauma.I assure you that it is extremely difficult to take.Along with treatment,
and to help me first remember and then process what I remembered, I began keeping a journal.
These pages represent what I recorded in my journal. By no means is it intended to represent



the complete story or historical data. There are still many facts missing—pieces that I might
never have to connect the dots—but this is what I remember and what I feel. I hope it brings
something valuable to your life.Continue in God’s grace . . . .LeslieIntroductionIt begins.On the
clear and sunny morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001, terrorists murdered more than twenty-
seven hundred people in an attack on New York City.Thousands died when at the height of the
morning rush, an American Airlines–piloted missile slammed into Tower One of the World Trade
Center.It was first blood.President Bush vowed that terrorism ‘‘will not stand,’’ ‘‘God Bless
America’’ was quickly reinstated as our song, American flags decorated our porches, and
thousands of American households finally fell asleep each night to the white noise of TV Land
and I Love Lucy.Life changed for all of America in a matter of a few grave moments between a
deviant cockpit and the ninety-fifth floor.I have lived and relived those moments at least a million
times. A million times lost and searching for words to describe what happened on the inside—
the torment and vulnerability, the confusion, the carnage, and the sheer visceral terror of it all. I
struggle still in my description of witnessing the heart of humanity colliding with gravity and of
dreams of the slaughtered Twin Towers covered in dust and blood while a somber last breath
cries for justice.Nothing in my life prepared me for what I lived through, and I will never forget . . .
those stairs . . . the smells . . . those sounds . . . the faces of the people.My soul yet sings its
solemn song, and the severity of that day pours through these pages like a stream . . . so brace
yourself.Every one of us who lived that day has a story to tell about that day, where the terror
began and when the nightmare ended.This is my story, not intended to be a political statement
or a means to achieve any bit of self-promotion, false enlightenment, or self-interest. My
objective here is to be a gentle light to a world I view as searching.My hope in this is to speak to
all those left with questions and those still mourning—that your faith might be restored. My
prayer is that through your grief, anger, consternation, confusion, or resolve, the Lord opens the
eyes of your heart so that you will see the hope of His calling. For it is in the midst of uncertainty
that the sound of His voice and the silence that follows quiets your inhibitions, and you receive
comfort and then clarity, deliverance, and then closure.Amen.IntroductionIt begins.On the clear
and sunny morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001, terrorists murdered more than twenty-
seven hundred people in an attack on New York City.Thousands died when at the height of the
morning rush, an American Airlines–piloted missile slammed into Tower One of the World Trade
Center.It was first blood.President Bush vowed that terrorism ‘‘will not stand,’’ ‘‘God Bless
America’’ was quickly reinstated as our song, American flags decorated our porches, and
thousands of American households finally fell asleep each night to the white noise of TV Land
and I Love Lucy.Life changed for all of America in a matter of a few grave moments between a
deviant cockpit and the ninety-fifth floor.I have lived and relived those moments at least a million
times. A million times lost and searching for words to describe what happened on the inside—
the torment and vulnerability, the confusion, the carnage, and the sheer visceral terror of it all. I
struggle still in my description of witnessing the heart of humanity colliding with gravity and of
dreams of the slaughtered Twin Towers covered in dust and blood while a somber last breath



cries for justice.Nothing in my life prepared me for what I lived through, and I will never forget . . .
those stairs . . . the smells . . . those sounds . . . the faces of the people.My soul yet sings its
solemn song, and the severity of that day pours through these pages like a stream . . . so brace
yourself.Every one of us who lived that day has a story to tell about that day, where the terror
began and when the nightmare ended.This is my story, not intended to be a political statement
or a means to achieve any bit of self-promotion, false enlightenment, or self-interest. My
objective here is to be a gentle light to a world I view as searching.My hope in this is to speak to
all those left with questions and those still mourning—that your faith might be restored. My
prayer is that through your grief, anger, consternation, confusion, or resolve, the Lord opens the
eyes of your heart so that you will see the hope of His calling. For it is in the midst of uncertainty
that the sound of His voice and the silence that follows quiets your inhibitions, and you receive
comfort and then clarity, deliverance, and then closure.Amen.PART ONEIn theBeginningPART
ONEIn theBeginningCHAPTER 1Eight Million StoriesOne SongIt doesn’t matter what brings us
to that place, only that we get there and what we leave owning.—AUTHOR UNKNOWNFebruary
20, 20051:30 P.M.It was cold outside. The earth gave off gray nuances and the sun’s rays teased
the sky. I love the way it looks when God’s breath meets with mine in the open air—something so
big joining with something so small to create a vapor so eternal. It reminds me that life is the only
idea of something I can touch. It moves me beyond words—at least now it does.I got off the
PATH train at the place where it all began. The hair stood up on the back of my neck. Nothing
happened in particular . . . not really. Except that when my brain registered the location of my
body and my foot hit the platform, forty-two months of spirits and fear, and anger, and hope and
pain and surrender, and guilt, and confusion and resolve, and confrontation and nightmares, and
every prayer that ever was prayed for me collided in my world. They landed square on my
shoulders, collapsed me at the knees, and delivered me to 8:46 A.M. on Tuesday, September
11, 2001. I smelled it all . . . all over again, and I wanted to puke.I looked around. It was all so
familiar and yet nothing was as I remembered. I could place every building and every person
exactly as they last were. For four hours I walked around that enormous, conflicting tomb,
begging the cosmos to infuse me with some answers that made even a tiny bit of sense. I
watched the mounds of dirt breathe, half expecting them to give birth to two towers . . . as if
Rome was built in a day.Crowds of people gathered around that empty lot. Correction, hundreds
gawked at an empty tomb. Wait a minute, at a place like this there are no ‘‘mere’’ people. There
are artists creating, writing rhymes, making music and song. There are no individuals, just
stories. They say eight million of them compose this naked city. Mine is now a song that bellows
and respires in the air, is unintelligible in dreams, and somehow gains vibrato in the open
catacombs of Tower One of the World Trade Center.For this is where I died . . .This is where I
was I born.This song is the one that I was created to sing.. . . it took me forever to
gethere.CHAPTER 1Eight Million StoriesOne SongIt doesn’t matter what brings us to that place,
only that we get there and what we leave owning.—AUTHOR UNKNOWNFebruary 20,
20051:30 P.M.It was cold outside. The earth gave off gray nuances and the sun’s rays teased the



sky. I love the way it looks when God’s breath meets with mine in the open air—something so big
joining with something so small to create a vapor so eternal. It reminds me that life is the only
idea of something I can touch. It moves me beyond words—at least now it does.I got off the
PATH train at the place where it all began. The hair stood up on the back of my neck. Nothing
happened in particular . . . not really. Except that when my brain registered the location of my
body and my foot hit the platform, forty-two months of spirits and fear, and anger, and hope and
pain and surrender, and guilt, and confusion and resolve, and confrontation and nightmares, and
every prayer that ever was prayed for me collided in my world. They landed square on my
shoulders, collapsed me at the knees, and delivered me to 8:46 A.M. on Tuesday, September
11, 2001. I smelled it all . . . all over again, and I wanted to puke.I looked around. It was all so
familiar and yet nothing was as I remembered. I could place every building and every person
exactly as they last were. For four hours I walked around that enormous, conflicting tomb,
begging the cosmos to infuse me with some answers that made even a tiny bit of sense. I
watched the mounds of dirt breathe, half expecting them to give birth to two towers . . . as if
Rome was built in a day.Crowds of people gathered around that empty lot. Correction, hundreds
gawked at an empty tomb. Wait a minute, at a place like this there are no ‘‘mere’’ people. There
are artists creating, writing rhymes, making music and song. There are no individuals, just
stories. They say eight million of them compose this naked city. Mine is now a song that bellows
and respires in the air, is unintelligible in dreams, and somehow gains vibrato in the open
catacombs of Tower One of the World Trade Center.For this is where I died . . .This is where I
was I born.This song is the one that I was created to sing.. . . it took me forever to
gethere.CHAPTER 2September 11Perfect in BeautyThe Mighty One, God, the Lord, speaks
and summons the earth from the rising of the sun to the place where it sets. From Zion, perfect
in beauty, God shines forth.—PSALM50:1–2September 11, 20015:15 A.M.It was more than a
beautiful morning. The sun was already beginning to show her face over the mountains near my
home and the sky was a brilliant blue. The kind of blue you see in island waters that once
glanced, imprints itself a lasting image. Birds were singing and the wind was calm and gentle
with the scent of fresh flowers and cleanly cut grass. The air was stimulating. Everything was
alive! It was the kind of day that inspired being in love and the appreciation of love. It was a day
that brought beauty to perfection.I wanted to skip going to the office that day. I wanted to play
hooky and relax in my garden or take a long drive through the mountains to enjoy God’s wonder.
But duty called.My days often began early and ended late. It only bothered me on days like
these. I would have much preferred sneakers, jeans, and a T-shirt to the Barami suit and one-
inch designer pumps I was wearing. It would have pleased me immensely to pack a picnic
basket. Instead, I was stuffing my laptop into its ugly black bag and readying myself for the office.
The hour was getting late so I got dressed and reluctantly drove to the train station.6:20
A.M.Train 1The station was only seventeen minutes from my home. The views of the mountains
between here and there are spectacular. The trees are like picture-perfect heads of broccoli
seated at the foot of heaven. The blue sky provides a magnificent canvas.Usually I enjoyed the



drive—sixty-five miles per hour in a forty-five-mile-per hour zone along a country road. Usually it
was invigorating. Usually jazz radio provided the ambience for my early-morning escape. This
morning, however, there were better things to do than take that particular drive and go into the
city. Hence, it was a punishment and it seemed to take forever.Commuting was like work in itself
and nothing to look forward to; at best, it could be taxing. I lived about two hours from my office
and had to take two trains to get there. Both trains demanded skill and good timing to ride
successfully, and after eight years of practice, my timing was still not the best. I pulled into the
station just as the train arrived.Every morning it screeched into my station almost empty. By the
second stop, it filled with a cast of colorful characters.Jack, the conductor, knew all of the
everyday riders by name. He was a friendly thirty-five-year-plus railroad veteran whom most
thought to be a workaholic. He worked two jobs, ran his own limousine company, never took a
sick day, and worked half of his vacation time. Kudos to Jack, because at nearly seventy, his
energy was inspiring.The ride into the city was always uneventful; there was never anything new.
We had only to look forward to the same worn leather seats, the same smell of newspaper, and
the same cliques of riders. The more popular ones sat in the middle of the train car every day so
as not to miss anything. They were the ones in the know. They were the ones who started and
ran the rumor mill, laughed the loudest, and tried desperately to create a commuter vibe. They
were the ones who, between my naps, kept me amused.I remember three of them very well. Jan
was a young, impressionable legal assistant who likely believed that the louder she talked the
more probable it was that she was right. She was a tall, slender woman with dark hair. Most of
the men smiled when she sat near them.Lorna was another commuter. A financial advisor and
my favorite to watch, this beautiful plus-sized woman wore her makeup and hair flawlessly
styled. Judging from all the advice she gave, she was gold at heart. Her laugh was
contagious.Finally, there was Paul. He stood about five-foot-seven, one hundred fifty pounds—a
reasonably attractive ‘‘professional commuter.’’ No one really knew exactly what he did for a
living, but every morning he boarded the train and announced his arrival by greeting every
woman within earshot with a smile and a copy of his pay stub—not really, but when all else
fails . . .There were others, of course, but none quite as entertaining or that I enjoyed more.
These few invested a lot in surviving the everyday madness of commuter travel. I respected their
determination to take it all in stride.I like to think that somehow I remained outside the ‘‘center
stage’’ of the commuter regulars—safely set apart and just watching. On occasion, though, I
might have been in the middle of it all.I am a peculiar sort. Unlike many others, my personality
does not match my chosen career. They are, in fact, literal opposites that nonetheless
complement the two very strong aspects of my ‘‘self.’’On the one hand, I am a thinker and quite
cerebral. I am an evaluator with a very low tolerance for anything destructive, especially people. I
am candid, introspective, and quite often misunderstood. In other words, I can be opinionated.
On the other hand, I am an easygoing, lively risk-taker who loves life and appreciates most
things that give me a challenge. I love laughter and walking in the mountains. I am strong,
grounded, and I fear nothing . . . well, maybe birds. I have struggled with asthma since childhood



but at every opportunity will defy even that. I am a fighter. I stand about five feet tall with a
somewhat athletic build. I have big eyes, a broad face, and when I am awake, I am usually
smiling.I enjoy quiet time. So for me, commuting time, unlike the core group, was nap time. I
always sat alone and spread out over the large Amtrakish seats, rested my head on the very
cold, hard window, and snored.This was my routine, my crew, and my mornings. It was my life
every Monday through Friday of every week in every month of every year. I was a commuter, like
it or not.7:58 A.M.Train 2When I arrived at the Hoboken train terminal, people were already
racing for the next PATH train. The ‘‘PATH,’’ the second and final train in my long haul into the
city, connects New Jersey transit lines to the New York City subway system. It went directly into
the subfloors of the World Trade Center. Our office was on the thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth floors of
the north tower, known as Tower One.Anxious commuters check their watches every two
minutes and pack the platform in wait. As bizarre as it is, they stand close to the platform’s edge
and lean in to be the first to spot a train that screams when it arrives. They rush forward at first
sight, then back away from the tracks as the train pulls in.New York trains are infamous for
‘‘pushers.’’ Most people push to get on and get a seat, and then push their way off to be first on
the escalators. I always felt it best to stand near a door and let the surge take me both
ways.Riding this rail is an adventure, to put it mildly. It is always crowded, late, and smelly. The
floors are sometimes sticky and littered with ‘‘God only knows what.’’ It is best compared to New
York City itself . . . in motion . . . somewhat difficult to describe. It is the perfect contradiction: It is
glamorous and degenerate, cultured and crude, beautiful and detestable, ethical and decadent,
exciting and scary all at the same time.The PATH, like downtown Manhattan Island, is a stage for
the homeless. They find their audience here and perform through their hunger. In watching, I am
both confused and bothered by their signs. And the Negro spirituals that flow from the mouths of
these dirty-blond men embarrass me.That morning the train filled as always. I squeezed on just
before the door closed. The person on my right gave me a dirty look as the not so very gentle
man on my left gave me a shove. I assumed their disapproval but ignored them both. It was a
short ride, not worth the fight, just fifteen minutes tops to the World Trade Center, the train’s last
stop and our liberation.CHAPTER 2September 11Perfect in BeautyThe Mighty One, God, the
Lord, speaks and summons the earth from the rising of the sun to the place where it sets. From
Zion, perfect in beauty, God shines forth.—PSALM50:1–2September 11, 20015:15 A.M.It was
more than a beautiful morning. The sun was already beginning to show her face over the
mountains near my home and the sky was a brilliant blue. The kind of blue you see in island
waters that once glanced, imprints itself a lasting image. Birds were singing and the wind was
calm and gentle with the scent of fresh flowers and cleanly cut grass. The air was stimulating.
Everything was alive! It was the kind of day that inspired being in love and the appreciation of
love. It was a day that brought beauty to perfection.I wanted to skip going to the office that day. I
wanted to play hooky and relax in my garden or take a long drive through the mountains to enjoy
God’s wonder. But duty called.My days often began early and ended late. It only bothered me on
days like these. I would have much preferred sneakers, jeans, and a T-shirt to the Barami suit



and one-inch designer pumps I was wearing. It would have pleased me immensely to pack a
picnic basket. Instead, I was stuffing my laptop into its ugly black bag and readying myself for the
office. The hour was getting late so I got dressed and reluctantly drove to the train station.6:20
A.M.Train 1The station was only seventeen minutes from my home. The views of the mountains
between here and there are spectacular. The trees are like picture-perfect heads of broccoli
seated at the foot of heaven. The blue sky provides a magnificent canvas.Usually I enjoyed the
drive—sixty-five miles per hour in a forty-five-mile-per hour zone along a country road. Usually it
was invigorating. Usually jazz radio provided the ambience for my early-morning escape. This
morning, however, there were better things to do than take that particular drive and go into the
city. Hence, it was a punishment and it seemed to take forever.Commuting was like work in itself
and nothing to look forward to; at best, it could be taxing. I lived about two hours from my office
and had to take two trains to get there. Both trains demanded skill and good timing to ride
successfully, and after eight years of practice, my timing was still not the best. I pulled into the
station just as the train arrived.Every morning it screeched into my station almost empty. By the
second stop, it filled with a cast of colorful characters.Jack, the conductor, knew all of the
everyday riders by name. He was a friendly thirty-five-year-plus railroad veteran whom most
thought to be a workaholic. He worked two jobs, ran his own limousine company, never took a
sick day, and worked half of his vacation time. Kudos to Jack, because at nearly seventy, his
energy was inspiring.The ride into the city was always uneventful; there was never anything new.
We had only to look forward to the same worn leather seats, the same smell of newspaper, and
the same cliques of riders. The more popular ones sat in the middle of the train car every day so
as not to miss anything. They were the ones in the know. They were the ones who started and
ran the rumor mill, laughed the loudest, and tried desperately to create a commuter vibe. They
were the ones who, between my naps, kept me amused.I remember three of them very well. Jan
was a young, impressionable legal assistant who likely believed that the louder she talked the
more probable it was that she was right. She was a tall, slender woman with dark hair. Most of
the men smiled when she sat near them.Lorna was another commuter. A financial advisor and
my favorite to watch, this beautiful plus-sized woman wore her makeup and hair flawlessly
styled. Judging from all the advice she gave, she was gold at heart. Her laugh was
contagious.Finally, there was Paul. He stood about five-foot-seven, one hundred fifty pounds—a
reasonably attractive ‘‘professional commuter.’’ No one really knew exactly what he did for a
living, but every morning he boarded the train and announced his arrival by greeting every
woman within earshot with a smile and a copy of his pay stub—not really, but when all else
fails . . .There were others, of course, but none quite as entertaining or that I enjoyed more.
These few invested a lot in surviving the everyday madness of commuter travel. I respected their
determination to take it all in stride.I like to think that somehow I remained outside the ‘‘center
stage’’ of the commuter regulars—safely set apart and just watching. On occasion, though, I
might have been in the middle of it all.I am a peculiar sort. Unlike many others, my personality
does not match my chosen career. They are, in fact, literal opposites that nonetheless



complement the two very strong aspects of my ‘‘self.’’On the one hand, I am a thinker and quite
cerebral. I am an evaluator with a very low tolerance for anything destructive, especially people. I
am candid, introspective, and quite often misunderstood. In other words, I can be opinionated.
On the other hand, I am an easygoing, lively risk-taker who loves life and appreciates most
things that give me a challenge. I love laughter and walking in the mountains. I am strong,
grounded, and I fear nothing . . . well, maybe birds. I have struggled with asthma since childhood
but at every opportunity will defy even that. I am a fighter. I stand about five feet tall with a
somewhat athletic build. I have big eyes, a broad face, and when I am awake, I am usually
smiling.I enjoy quiet time. So for me, commuting time, unlike the core group, was nap time. I
always sat alone and spread out over the large Amtrakish seats, rested my head on the very
cold, hard window, and snored.This was my routine, my crew, and my mornings. It was my life
every Monday through Friday of every week in every month of every year. I was a commuter, like
it or not.7:58 A.M.Train 2When I arrived at the Hoboken train terminal, people were already
racing for the next PATH train. The ‘‘PATH,’’ the second and final train in my long haul into the
city, connects New Jersey transit lines to the New York City subway system. It went directly into
the subfloors of the World Trade Center. Our office was on the thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth floors of
the north tower, known as Tower One.Anxious commuters check their watches every two
minutes and pack the platform in wait. As bizarre as it is, they stand close to the platform’s edge
and lean in to be the first to spot a train that screams when it arrives. They rush forward at first
sight, then back away from the tracks as the train pulls in.New York trains are infamous for
‘‘pushers.’’ Most people push to get on and get a seat, and then push their way off to be first on
the escalators. I always felt it best to stand near a door and let the surge take me both
ways.Riding this rail is an adventure, to put it mildly. It is always crowded, late, and smelly. The
floors are sometimes sticky and littered with ‘‘God only knows what.’’ It is best compared to New
York City itself . . . in motion . . . somewhat difficult to describe. It is the perfect contradiction: It is
glamorous and degenerate, cultured and crude, beautiful and detestable, ethical and decadent,
exciting and scary all at the same time.The PATH, like downtown Manhattan Island, is a stage for
the homeless. They find their audience here and perform through their hunger. In watching, I am
both confused and bothered by their signs. And the Negro spirituals that flow from the mouths of
these dirty-blond men embarrass me.That morning the train filled as always. I squeezed on just
before the door closed. The person on my right gave me a dirty look as the not so very gentle
man on my left gave me a shove. I assumed their disapproval but ignored them both. It was a
short ride, not worth the fight, just fifteen minutes tops to the World Trade Center, the train’s last
stop and our liberation.CHAPTER 3Tower OneThe ‘‘It,’’ the Ego . . .Their land is full of silver and
gold; there is no end to their treasures. Their land is full of horses; there is no end to their
chariots. Their land is full of idols; they bow down to the work of their hands, to what their fingers
have made.—ISAIAH 2:7–88:10 A.M.All TowersI loved working at the World Trade Center, with
its regal towers. I loved the convenience and status of it all: the shops, restaurants, and tourists
who came from all over the world to see its unique majesty. I basked in the pampering of daily



concerts on the plaza and activities around the huge fountains. I never tired of it.Architecturally,
the World Trade Center was the union of seven buildings connected by an above-street plaza
and a concourse. The most famous of these buildings were the Twin Towers, or the ‘‘Twins.’’
These were incredible and massive giants. They stood more than thirteen hundred feet high,
with 110 floors. About nine million square feet of office space housed more than fifty thousand
workers and served more than seventy thousand visitors on any given day. The main lobby of
the towers boasted tons of beautiful windows spanning more than one hundred feet from floor to
ceiling.Its marble floors and walls were astounding, rising toward extravagant chandeliers that
caught rays of natural light and generously distributed it into otherwise obscure or unworthy
lobby corners. This was a grand building, tasteful, exquisite, and beaming from the light of the
sun.Outside each entrance were beautiful stone flower planters, almost as grand as the building
itself. Designers created every planter, using polished stone and seasonal flowers, the scent of
which, when riding a subtle breeze, was in itself masterful.The concourse was home to several
delis, restaurants, and all the finer shops like Louis Vuitton, Tourneau, Barami, and others. Once
inside you could walk for miles, shop, eat, and socialize without ever going outside. The strong
walls of the concourse were massive and decorated with fine art, advertisements, and
everything that was New York—sweeter than an apple and bigger than big city blues.If you have
never been to the Trade Center, then you’ve been cheated. If you have, then you’re most likely
still there. This was an unforgettable place. Unmistakably built to captivate and maintained to
seduce.Walking through the World Trade Center during the morning rush was much the same as
walking through the World Trade Center at night or midday. It was always busy with people.The
Twins housed nearly three hundred businesses. They were home to law firms, insurance
houses, brokerage firms, government agencies, entertainment management companies, and
other businesses wanting that prestigious address. Most offices began their day at about 7:30
with dedicated employees at their desks and working. It was almost a privilege. This was a
warm, welcoming house of natural stones, metal, and glass, and it was busy . . . always.By 8:00,
there were already thousands of workers, shoppers, and adoring fans rushing who knows where.
The sound of hustling feet resonated through the concourse and outlasted the sound of their
unintelligible conversations.That morning was no exception. There were early-bird tourists taking
pictures and excited hotel guests looking for maps and asking questions. Most stores were open
and people were already browsing. Breakfast meetings were underway and the aroma of deli
food mingled with the smell of detergent as maintenance personnel busied themselves with their
work.From every corner of the concourse, one could see vendors just outside doors, intruding
on time with their cloth-covered tables bearing an assortment of what they called ‘‘goods’’ for
sale. They sold everything imaginable—fruit, clothes, jewelry, shoes, and even
electronics.Celebrities, politicians, and international tourists frequented this place. It was one of
New York’s finest. It was awe-inspiring, and like the day, it was a masterpiece, beautiful and
alive.8:23 A.M.I stepped quickly through the crowd and to my favorite deli. It was located on the
lower level of the Trade Center near the PATH’s exit, so there was always a line. Sam, the owner,



was waiting for me with my usual cranberry muffin and hazelnut coffee. I made my purchase and
then made my way up the escalators and to the elevators.I often played a little game with myself
as I approached the lobby doors. I would count my footsteps in contrast to the person walking
next to me. I liked the rhythm it produced—nothing important really, just something my friends
would call a Leslie-ism.That morning, security staffed their stations as they always did, precisely
and expertly. They stood with their intentional smiles, directing visitors here and there and asking
to see access badges—nothing extraordinary.I walked with my usual arrogant and confident
strut, swinging my laptop bag and firmly gripping my coffee. My mind wandered a bit in
anticipation of hazelnut flavoring and cranberries. As I approached the lobby, I swiped my
security pass and jumped onto the already crowded elevator. I did this much like I boarded the
train, just before the door closed. I got the same looks of disapproval and ignored them just the
same. I felt lucky that morning because some kind someone didn’t let the door close in my face.
To me, that was a sign it was going to be a great day.CHAPTER 3Tower OneThe ‘‘It,’’ the
Ego . . .Their land is full of silver and gold; there is no end to their treasures. Their land is full of
horses; there is no end to their chariots. Their land is full of idols; they bow down to the work of
their hands, to what their fingers have made.—ISAIAH 2:7–88:10 A.M.All TowersI loved working
at the World Trade Center, with its regal towers. I loved the convenience and status of it all: the
shops, restaurants, and tourists who came from all over the world to see its unique majesty. I
basked in the pampering of daily concerts on the plaza and activities around the huge fountains.
I never tired of it.Architecturally, the World Trade Center was the union of seven buildings
connected by an above-street plaza and a concourse. The most famous of these buildings were
the Twin Towers, or the ‘‘Twins.’’ These were incredible and massive giants. They stood more
than thirteen hundred feet high, with 110 floors. About nine million square feet of office space
housed more than fifty thousand workers and served more than seventy thousand visitors on
any given day. The main lobby of the towers boasted tons of beautiful windows spanning more
than one hundred feet from floor to ceiling.Its marble floors and walls were astounding, rising
toward extravagant chandeliers that caught rays of natural light and generously distributed it into
otherwise obscure or unworthy lobby corners. This was a grand building, tasteful, exquisite, and
beaming from the light of the sun.Outside each entrance were beautiful stone flower planters,
almost as grand as the building itself. Designers created every planter, using polished stone and
seasonal flowers, the scent of which, when riding a subtle breeze, was in itself masterful.The
concourse was home to several delis, restaurants, and all the finer shops like Louis Vuitton,
Tourneau, Barami, and others. Once inside you could walk for miles, shop, eat, and socialize
without ever going outside. The strong walls of the concourse were massive and decorated with
fine art, advertisements, and everything that was New York—sweeter than an apple and bigger
than big city blues.If you have never been to the Trade Center, then you’ve been cheated. If you
have, then you’re most likely still there. This was an unforgettable place. Unmistakably built to
captivate and maintained to seduce.Walking through the World Trade Center during the morning
rush was much the same as walking through the World Trade Center at night or midday. It was



always busy with people.The Twins housed nearly three hundred businesses. They were home
to law firms, insurance houses, brokerage firms, government agencies, entertainment
management companies, and other businesses wanting that prestigious address. Most offices
began their day at about 7:30 with dedicated employees at their desks and working. It was
almost a privilege. This was a warm, welcoming house of natural stones, metal, and glass, and it
was busy . . . always.By 8:00, there were already thousands of workers, shoppers, and adoring
fans rushing who knows where. The sound of hustling feet resonated through the concourse and
outlasted the sound of their unintelligible conversations.That morning was no exception. There
were early-bird tourists taking pictures and excited hotel guests looking for maps and asking
questions. Most stores were open and people were already browsing. Breakfast meetings were
underway and the aroma of deli food mingled with the smell of detergent as maintenance
personnel busied themselves with their work.From every corner of the concourse, one could see
vendors just outside doors, intruding on time with their cloth-covered tables bearing an
assortment of what they called ‘‘goods’’ for sale. They sold everything imaginable—fruit, clothes,
jewelry, shoes, and even electronics.Celebrities, politicians, and international tourists frequented
this place. It was one of New York’s finest. It was awe-inspiring, and like the day, it was a
masterpiece, beautiful and alive.8:23 A.M.I stepped quickly through the crowd and to my favorite
deli. It was located on the lower level of the Trade Center near the PATH’s exit, so there was
always a line. Sam, the owner, was waiting for me with my usual cranberry muffin and hazelnut
coffee. I made my purchase and then made my way up the escalators and to the elevators.I often
played a little game with myself as I approached the lobby doors. I would count my footsteps in
contrast to the person walking next to me. I liked the rhythm it produced—nothing important
really, just something my friends would call a Leslie-ism.That morning, security staffed their
stations as they always did, precisely and expertly. They stood with their intentional smiles,
directing visitors here and there and asking to see access badges—nothing extraordinary.I
walked with my usual arrogant and confident strut, swinging my laptop bag and firmly gripping
my coffee. My mind wandered a bit in anticipation of hazelnut flavoring and cranberries. As I
approached the lobby, I swiped my security pass and jumped onto the already crowded elevator.
I did this much like I boarded the train, just before the door closed. I got the same looks of
disapproval and ignored them just the same. I felt lucky that morning because some kind
someone didn’t let the door close in my face. To me, that was a sign it was going to be a great
day.CHAPTER 4. . . and the Super Ego Above It AllMy company’s office space was a beautiful
example of an overinflated facilities budget. The reception area, located directly in front of the
elevator bank, was separated by etched glass doors and decorated with large floor plants and
fresh flowers delivered weekly. Natural wood-grained furniture was consistent throughout the
more than forty thousand square feet on each floor. Equal in extravagance were the bathroom
tiles flown in from Italy.Like every other floor in the tower, we had floor-to-ceiling windows about
two feet wide, separated by narrower columns. Even from ten feet away, one could look out and
into the skies or look down on the city and feel above it all. That’s how working in the towers



felt . . . above it all.Cubicles, or ‘‘cubes,’’ varying in size and location, engaged most of our office
space. They were symmetrical, but cleverly positioned so as not to intrude on management’s
tasteful and luxurious corner office views. Underwriting assistants occupied most of the cubes.
There was no rhyme or reason to assigning them, except maybe the more overambitious the
manager, the larger the assistant’s space. The cubes just outside of the executive offices were
most coveted. They had breathtaking views of the city and were a sign of success and power.My
assistant’s cube was directly in front of the northeast-facing window.One of only two African-
American directors in the northeast region, I headed the operations department for one of the
largest insurance companies in the country. My division was comprised of facilities,
management information systems, branch services, about one-third of the underwriting staff,
and their underwriting assistants. I had a big title, a bigger salary, and a huge ego.I like to think
that I managed my staff with fairness and that they liked me. The truth is, my arrogance probably
overshadowed my sense of fair play in most situations and my staff hated to see me coming.See
that you are not troubled; for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet. For
nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom. And there will be famines,
pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. All these things are the beginning of sorrows.
(Matthew 24:6–8 NKJV)And so . . . my day begins.8:28 A.M.I got off the elevator on the thirty-
sixth floor and walked the few hundred feet from reception through common office space and to
my private office. I did that morning as I always did, with a swift purposeful strut. I paused only for
the usual forced smiles, nods, and good mornings. I took mental note of those working and
those pretending to work in order that I might later make someone’s day with a big project that
afforded them no time for pretense.No sooner had I powered up my computer and begun
checking my e-mails, when my phone rang. This was typical of my mornings. I ignored it.
Everyone knew I wasn’t alive until after my first full cup of coffee. I sat, delighted by the smell,
and quietly sipped in the morning.CHAPTER 4. . . and the Super Ego Above It AllMy company’s
office space was a beautiful example of an overinflated facilities budget. The reception area,
located directly in front of the elevator bank, was separated by etched glass doors and
decorated with large floor plants and fresh flowers delivered weekly. Natural wood-grained
furniture was consistent throughout the more than forty thousand square feet on each floor.
Equal in extravagance were the bathroom tiles flown in from Italy.Like every other floor in the
tower, we had floor-to-ceiling windows about two feet wide, separated by narrower columns.
Even from ten feet away, one could look out and into the skies or look down on the city and feel
above it all. That’s how working in the towers felt . . . above it all.Cubicles, or ‘‘cubes,’’ varying in
size and location, engaged most of our office space. They were symmetrical, but cleverly
positioned so as not to intrude on management’s tasteful and luxurious corner office views.
Underwriting assistants occupied most of the cubes. There was no rhyme or reason to assigning
them, except maybe the more overambitious the manager, the larger the assistant’s space. The
cubes just outside of the executive offices were most coveted. They had breathtaking views of
the city and were a sign of success and power.My assistant’s cube was directly in front of the



northeast-facing window.One of only two African-American directors in the northeast region, I
headed the operations department for one of the largest insurance companies in the country. My
division was comprised of facilities, management information systems, branch services, about
one-third of the underwriting staff, and their underwriting assistants. I had a big title, a bigger
salary, and a huge ego.I like to think that I managed my staff with fairness and that they liked me.
The truth is, my arrogance probably overshadowed my sense of fair play in most situations and
my staff hated to see me coming.See that you are not troubled; for all these things must come to
pass, but the end is not yet. For nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom.
And there will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. All these things are
the beginning of sorrows. (Matthew 24:6–8 NKJV)And so . . . my day begins.8:28 A.M.I got off
the elevator on the thirty-sixth floor and walked the few hundred feet from reception through
common office space and to my private office. I did that morning as I always did, with a swift
purposeful strut. I paused only for the usual forced smiles, nods, and good mornings. I took
mental note of those working and those pretending to work in order that I might later make
someone’s day with a big project that afforded them no time for pretense.No sooner had I
powered up my computer and begun checking my e-mails, when my phone rang. This was
typical of my mornings. I ignored it. Everyone knew I wasn’t alive until after my first full cup of
coffee. I sat, delighted by the smell, and quietly sipped in the morning.
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M. Moore CA USA, “9/11 close and personal. This is a story of one woman's experience of 9/11
while working in the Towers. It's brutal in its description of what was heard, felt and seen.”

Wendy Stuebs, “Riveting. I could not put this book down. Her account was riveting. My only wish
was that more pages had been spent on her revovery process.”

P0atJ, “A great book from a survivor's viewpoint!. A great read! Like most Americans, I was glued
to the TV as events of that horribleday unfolded. But for me, it was personal because I worked in
World Trade Center II for a short time in the late 60's when our home office was located there.
(Thankfully, our office had moved to Jersey City in June 2001 before the towers fell. But one of
the people I had worked with was then working at AON & he was killed that day!) I never read
any other accounts of people who were survivors that escaped from the buildings on that terrible
day, This book was riveting in its completeness. I am happy to know that Leslie Haskin survived
& that her faith in God has been restored & that it has carried her beyond her trauma,
depression, & of loss of friends and co-workers. I have always wondered about the people I met
while I was there, the ordinary folks who served me in the restaurants, or stores, or the man at
the newsstand who always wished me a "have a good day!" when I bought something from him,
or the other folks who rode the elevators with me each day, or sat outside in the sun eating a
quick lunch at the same time I did. I never knew their names, but I have wondered what became
of those people...Thank you, Leslie for sharing your life before, during and after 9/11/2001. I too,
believe that there were angels there, in that stairway... I pray the God will continue to bless you,
Miss Haskin and that the USA will never have to suffer another devastating attack like we
suffered on 9-11.”

Booklover, “Timely Reading As 9/11 Approaches. I hesitated to read this book just because of
the horrific 9/11 background. I am glad that I did, though. Often we need to be reminded just
how horrible this was for all those involved and for their families and friends. We must always
remember this act of terrorist violence against our country which never should have
happened.Leslie Haskin's story needed to be told and to be read. I commend her for the
bravery it took to open up about all the gruesome feelings, sights, and pain she saw and
experienced. To open up about not only that horrific day when she thought she was going to die
but also the many medical issues she experienced from PTSD aftereffects.She was blessed to
have had an earlier Christian faith which she could rely on to get her back on her feet. God is
good and He will bring us through severe trials if we open our hearts and lean on Him. There is
no better feeling than to know and feel God present in our lives or to feel Him working on us to
mold us into better individuals doing His work.It was very hard to read some of the book but I still
highly recommend it.  You will come away having learned many lessons.”



Sharon Nelson, “She survived a War Zone on September 11, 2001. If you're wondering what
happened to one lady who was actually on the 36th floor of Tower One and almost lost her life,
this is the one to read. Her life changed completely as a result of her experience that awful day,
and she begins her story literally from the beginning.... when she and her co-workers actually felt
the floor shake. Her walk down the stairs is eye-opening, and the things she saw when she
finally reached the outside of the tower made me cry, as I remember so well how horrified I was
when I sat in front of my TV and watched people just like you and me fall from the sky, as they
elected to jump to their death rather than be burned alive. Leslie actually saw them in person.
But for Leslie, going back to her former life was simply not possible. She basically suffered from
what I consider PTSD. She had, after all, survived a war zone, and her life would never be the
same. You will be amazed when you see where the road to recovery took her. I'm always more
drawn to true stories than to fiction, and this one did not disappoint.”

LoraDBU, “Life Changing book. This book was difficult to read yet I could hardly put it down. I felt
as if I was walking with Leslie down those stairs all the way to her home. Her faith in Jesus Christ
is amazing and her service for Him now is humbling. The passage from this book that struck me
deeply is this:"It is a relentless and merciless spirit, that when allowed to, controls how we make
decisions, what we believe, how we live, and ultimately, how we die. It is destructive, and it
comes to enslave the soul and inspire it with the love of the world, to inflame its lusts, to incite
anger, to obscure the path of righteousness, and keep us in the darkness of chaos and
confusion . . . without hope. The real struggle is with leaders of another realm, in a battle that has
been ongoing since the garden, and will not end until Christ’s second coming. I am persuaded
that ‘‘ that battle’’ and ‘‘ that enemy’’ are the true motivation behind any event of terror, and at the
end of the day answers the question of how such things happen."I believe this is the only
explanation for 9/11. Thank you, Leslie for sharing your story and the change this event caused
in your life. You are a blessing!”

Maria McMahon, “y deeply beautiful and deeply inspiring. Leslie's story is deeply moving and
profound. I was choked several times, cried several more and am only surprised that this
incredibly powerful story hasn't got a lot more reviews and 5 stars... it deserves so much more.
Tragic, heartbreaking, but ultimatel,y deeply beautiful and deeply inspiring. It clearly shows you
God's power to speak through tragedy, and Leslie's voice has done Him proud. God Bless you
Leslie.Maria McMahon”

IRENE, “Moving and challenging story of one woman's escape from the .... Moving and
challenging story of one woman's escape from the hell of 9/11. Must be a brave lady to travel
back to the thoughts feelings and experiences of that day.”

@Kat!, “Five Stars. It was like getting in touch personally with the grief, trials, and burdens of



9/11.”

Ruth Clark, “Enjoyed the book especially knowing that she placed her faith .... Enjoyed the book
especially knowing that she placed her faith in The Lord Jesus as a result of her experience”

The book by Greg Renoff has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 274 people have provided feedback.
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